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The Cepa Pura Baga is a pure expression of a fairly
unknown grape of central Portugal - a thick-skinned
variety that also shows wonderful high acidity. After a
manual harvest, the grapes are fermented naturally in
stainless steel vats and then moved to both 225-liter
French and American oak, and 700-liter French oak (all
several years old) for close to a year of aging.
Unfiltered at bottling, the finished wine has such
remarkable presence and style in the glass. Aromas of
wild berries, forest floor, and purple flowers fill the air
as this wine opens up and begins to breath. In the
mouth, it has a lovely texture that shows off the bright
fruit, fresh acidity, and succulent tannins that come on
the back end, all of which continue through to a long
and delicious finish.
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